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A Highly Implicit Steamflood Model

K. H. COATS
MEMBER SPE-AIME

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a three-c!imensional, highly
implicit numerical model for simulating steamflood-
ing with distillation or solution gas. The model

uses direct solution to solve simultaneously three
and four equations for the dead oil and two-component
oil cases, respectively, The modet is compared in
stability and computing time with a model reported
earlier. Tbe paper includes comparative discussion
of alternate steamflood model formulations, one of
which we have adoptedas a highly stable, isothermal,
black. oil model /formulation,

INTRODUCTION

A brief review of published descriptions of
steamflood models is given in an earlier paper. 1

That paper described a partially compositional,
three-dimensional model that solves first a single-
variable pressure equation, then two simultaneous
saturation equations. In our experience with
dead-oil steamflood problems, that model exhibits
adequate stability in most cases and marginal

. .
stability in some cases. In some coni.~osluonal
prob!ems, the formulation of that model leads to
deteriorating material balances for light hydrocarbon
components.

The model described here was developed to gain
irriproved stability for all types of steamflood
problems and to eliminate the material balance
shortcoming of the earlier model formulation in
compositional problems. This highly implicit,
three-dimensional model treats oil as a two-
component mixture to accommodate problems
involving solution or inert gas or distillation. The
model simultaneously solves three equations for
the dead-oil case and four equations for the
compositional case. Transmissibilities, capillary
pressures, and production terms are treated
implicitly in saturations and composition; they also
are treated implicitly ill temperature in grid blocks
where no free gas is present.

The term ~’implicit” refers to evaluation of
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interlock flow terms and production rates at the
new time level, n + 1. We have found insensitivity
to explicit or implicit dating of molar densities and
viscosities in these terms and therefore simply
evaluate them explicitly. We evaluate relative
permeabilities at time level n + 1 by the first-order
approximation, k,(Sn+l ) = k,(Sn) + (dk,/dS\n 8S,
which ignores second- and higher-order Taylor
series terms (6’2kr/dS2)n (8S)2 /2 +.. . . Temperature
dependence of relative permeability, if present, is
treated explicitly.

We present the model equations, and describe
the highly implicit formulation and method for
solution. TMs model is compared with the earlier
steamflood model in stability and efficiency through
discussion ar.d example field problems.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

BASIC EQUATIONS

The model consists of five eqnations expressing.
conservation of energy, conservation of mass, and
phase equilibrium. The mass conservation equations
apply to water and to two hydrocarbon components.
In finite-difference form, these equations are

Energy Balance

v!? d[@ (P“SJJW
At

+psyuggss

+ ( P&oq + PgsgYl) U1 + Poq.J92 )

+(1- $) @p)#l =

A(THAP) + A(TCAT) - qL - qH .
. . . . . . . . . ..O . . . . . . .(1)

Mass Balance on HOO

~ d ($pwsw ‘+ ijpgsgyJ =

A[TW(APW- YWAZ) + T9YS (AP~

- ygAZ) 1 - UWPW - qgPgY~ . , (2)
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Mass Balances on Hydrocarbon Components

v
~ d ‘@P~s~xi + @PgsgYi) =

AIToxi(APo - YOAZ)

-I- Tgyi(Apg - ygAZ)] - qopoxi

,
- qgpgyi ‘ 1

=1,2 . . . ..(3.4)

~asMol Fraction Constraint

~Y~+~Y~ = l-Y~n-Y~n”

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(5)

Hydrocarbon Component 2 is nonvolatile so that
y2 in Eq. 4is0. Component lisvolatilewithyl =

KIx1> where K1 is a specified function of
temperature and pressure, independent of composi-
tion. Depending on the K1 function specified, the
model can treat Component 1 as inert gas, solution
gas, a distillable component, or a pseudo light end
lying between solution gas and a distillable
component.

These model equations (Eqs. 1 through 5) are
identical to those in Ref. 1, except that two rather
than three hydrocarbon components are treated.
This reduction was made because (1) very few of
our steamflood applications have required both
solution gas and a distillable component, and (2)
treatment of three rather than two hydrocarbon
components using the highly implicit imethod
described here would rougkiy double the model’s
computing time requirements.

PVT AND RELATIVE
PERMEABILITY TREATMENT

Ref. 1 describes the PVT dependence of molar
densities, viscosities, and internal energies. The
only altered or additional treatment here is as
follows.

Water and steam internal energies, VW and Us,
are calculated as their steam table values less the
internal energy of water at initial reservoir
temperature, .Ti. Hydrocarbon component internal
energies are calculated as

‘1 = Cpl ‘T
-Ti), . . . .. (6a)

‘2 = CP2(T - Ti), . . , . .(6b)

where the specific heats are assumed constant.
Oil-phase molar density is entered as a single-value
function of Component 1 mol fraction at original
reservoir pressure and temperature. Denoting this
value by po(xl), the vaJ,ue of p. is then calculated
as

PO(P, KX1) = PO(X1) (1

- CTO
(T - Ti) +“ Co(p - pi) ) .

,. ..., . . . . . . . . . . . . .(7)

Oil viscosity is calculated as the product of a
compositional - dependent factor ~(xl) and a
temperature-dependent factor po(T):

VO(VX1) = Polio . . (8)

The factor po(xl) is 1.0 at xl = initial xl a,ld
varies with xl as specified in tabular form. po(T)

is thus the viscosity of original reservoir oil as a
function of temperature. Stock-tank oil composition
is calculated using wellstream composition and a
specified value of K1 at stock-tank conditions.

Relative permeabilities with temperature depen-
dence are calculated using Stone’s methodz as
described in Ref. 1. The implicit treatment of
interlock flow terms described below requires
relative permeabilities and capillary pTessures
evaluated at time level n + 1. These are
approximated by retaining only the first-order terms
in Taylor series at time level n saturations, Oil
relative permeability is given by 2

k =
ro (krow + ‘m)

● (krog + krg) - krw - krg o

. ..0. . ...0 . . . . . . . . .(9)

Partial derivatives with respect to Sw and Sg are
evaluated as

3 kro

~ = ‘rosw = (dk /row

dsw + k;w) (k + k ) - k;wrog rg
. . . . . . . . . . . . .,O . . .(10)

akro
= k =

as rosg (k
9

row

+ krw) (dk rog/dSg + k;g) - k;g

,., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(11)

LEFT-HAND-SIDE EXPANSIONS

The expansions described here and in later
sections involve variables dated’ at the new time
level n -I- 1. Since these new time level values are
unknown until convergence, all such n + 1 level
variables are approximated in the calculations by
their latest iterative values.
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As described in Ref. 1 and further illustrated
here, the left-hand sides of Eqs. 1 through 5 are
expanded in terms of the time differences 8T, 8S@,
&Sw, 8X1, and ~p. To illustrate. the left-hand sise
of the Component 1 mass balance, Eq. 3, can be
expressed as

6 (L$POSOX1 +

(Woso)ndxl

+ ponth$) -

+ ‘1~+.l(s~~(@n+-16po

(Wo)n+pw + (3Sg) )

+ (@Pgsg)n~Yl + Yln+l(sgn($n+ldpg

+ ~gn6@)+ (OPg)n+~6sg). “ “ (121

This expansion is incomplete in that ~po, 84, ~YI,

and 8pg must be expressed in terms of the unknowns
6T, &l, and 8P. AS developed in the APPendix>

(SPO ~ Por# + p~xl%

~ pop~P + ~: - Pon - POT(TL - Tn)

- Poxl(xf - ‘h) - ‘op (Pk - Pn)

. . . . . . . . . . . (13)

64 = $icrdp ,.. . . . . .(14)

~yl 2 xlnK&T + XlnK1p&p

+ ‘h+l 16X + Xln (K; - Kln

- KIT(TA - Tn) - Klp(Pk - Pn) )

. . . . . . . . . . . ...” .“”” .(15)

&pg = p~T6T ~ ~qpdp

+p
k

9 - ‘gn - PgT(TQ - Tn)

- ‘9P
(pk - pn) , . . . (M

where superscript f! denotes iatest iterative values.
Insertion of Eqs. 13 through 16 into Eq. 12 gives

an expression of the form

~ ($ POSOX1 + 4wgsgYl) =
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C30 + c31 ‘T + c32~sg + C336SW

+ C346X1 + c35@ “ . “ “
. . (17)

Expansions for the other equations lead to the
5

general form Cio +
x

Cijp~ for the left-hand side

j=l
of the ith equation, i = 1, 2, . . . . 5. We have intro-
ducedhere thenotationpl =6T, p2 =6Sg, p3= 8SW,

P4 =6x1, andp5= 8p.

IMPLICIT TREATMENT OF FLOW TERMS

For brevity, we will discuss the term in Eq. 3
for interlock flow of Component 1 in the x direction
from grid block i -1, j, k to z’, j, k:

Toxl (Ap - YoAz) + Tgyl (APg

-ygAz)..”,.......(18)

The notation AX is Xi_l - Xi and the transmissi-
bilities are

To = Txkvopo/po , . . .(UW

T =
9

Txk~gpg\~g , . . .(19b)

where Tx is the interlock absolute transmissibility

(kA/f)i~A, i,k. We have found insensitivity to
implicit vs explicit dating of the PVT terms, pO/ILO,
pg/p , YO, and yg and simply express them at time

fleve n, Viscosities and pe are calculated as
upstream grid block values; PO! yOt and yg are

calculated as arithmetic averages of their respective
adjacent grid block values.

As introduced by Blair and Weinaug3 and

discussed by Nolen and Berry,4 a fully implicit
treatment requires dating of all terms in Eq. 18 at
time level n + 1. Considering the explicit PVT terms
just discussed, we then write a highly implicit
expression for the oil-phase flow term as

(’ToXl (AP - YOAZ))n+l =

(TOX1 (AP - YOAZ) )n + To~xlnA6P

~ (APn+l - yOAZ) (Ton6xi

+xln+l~To),”””..0*.0(20)

where

(ST. = Tx (Po/~o) n (kro#Sw

+k ~o~gdsg) . , . . . ‘. ● ● (2U

Relative pemleability (k,o) is evaluated at the
oil-phase upstream grid block saturations. The ilfw
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and Ng values in Eq. 21 thus apply at the oil-phase
upstream block. This upstream block is determined
at the start of iteration f + 1 by the value of Ap ~ -
y. AZ. Thus, the upstream block and corresponding
values of k,on and Ton can change from iteration

to iteration within a time step.
The highly implicit expression for the gas-phase

flow term in Eq. 18 is

(TgY1 (APg - YgAz))n+l =

(TgY1(APg - YgAz))n

+ ‘gnYl*(A6P + ‘dpcg~)

+ (APn+l + ‘Pcgon+l - ygAZ)

where

6T = ‘~(Pg/Pg) nk~gdsg ‘9
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (23)

6P = P’ 6sCgo g’””,””
(24)

Cgo

and krgn and k,’ are evaluated at the gas-phase

upstream block ~etermined by the sign of (Ap f +
p:go _ ygAZ). &$g and k;g in Eq. 23 apply at the

gas-phase upstream block. The time difference @1
used in Eq. 22 is

WI = ‘ln+lxln+l - ‘lnxln

= K1n+l~xl + (Kln+l - Kin) xln

. . . . . . .* ***. ● .*.’ (25)

We found that the expansion of Eq. 22 led to
significant stability in many cases and that more
stable performance resulted from replacing

APcgon+l in Eq. 22 by APcgon and determining flow

direction from the sign of (Apt+ APcgon - ygAZ).
The right-hand side of rhe energy balance, Eq.

1, includes the convective energy flow term
A(TH Ap) and the conductive term A(Tc AT)~ For w
direction flow between grid blocks i - 1, j, k and

i> ], k, the convective term is

THAp = z {TmHm(Ap
IIl=w, o,g m

_YmAZ)} . . . .. 0.(26)

The phase enthalpies are calculated as Hm = (Jm
+ p/pm, where

372

U* = .Wpl + X2CP2) (T - Ti)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (27a)

u=
9 Yfpl (T - Ti) + y~U~

. . . . . . . . . . . . .,, +. (27b)
A conversion factor is necessary on the p/p term.
The enthalpies are calculated as their upstream
grid block values. The mol fractions, xl, X2, yl,
and y2, and the p/p values are fixed at their time
level n values. For a given phase, the co~vective
term is expressed implicitly ‘in p, Sw, and Sg and
explicitly in temperature if free gas is present in
the upstream grid block. For example, the oil-phase
convective term in this case is

(TOHO (AP - YC+W )n+l =

(ToHJAp - yoAZ) )n

+ Hon6 (To(Ap - yoAz)) . . .(28)

If the upstream block for a given phase has no free

gas, then the convective flow term for that phase
is expressed implicitly in p, Sw, and T. Fc,
example, the oil-phase convective term in this
case is

(ToHo(Ap - yo’AZ))n+l =

(TOHO(Ap - yoAZ))n

+ TonHon,A6P + (APn+l - YoAz)

(TonHo#T + Hon+l~To) . . . . (29)

where the temperature derivative f-$ T is x 1 C 1 +
/[x2n CP2. The term H’To(Ap - yoAZ] m Eq. 28 01 ows

from a development similar to that leading to Eq, 20,

13(To(Ap - yOAZ)) =

TonA6p + (Apn+l - yoAz) ~To ,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,, . (30

where for Eq, 30, 8T’0 is given by Eq. 21 and for
Eq. 29,

c5To = Tx @o&) k~*#sw “

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (31)

The conductive heat flow between grid blocks
i-l, j,k and i,j,k. is explicit or implicit in tempera-
ture depending on whether free gas is present in
the grid block. Thus, the conductive energy flow is
expressed as
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TCAT = ‘~(Ti-l,* +

1“,~, - T. - ui6Ti) >
~i-l 1-1 l,n

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (32)

where ai is O if free gas is present ant! is 1
otherwise.

Using implicit expressions of the type of’ Eqs.
20 and 22 for the interlock flow terms in ~:qs. ~

5

through 4 leads to R; +
s

A(TijA/Ij) as a repre-
j= 1

sentation of these right-hand side flow terms. The
notation A(TijApj)is approximate; it is not a true
Laplacian or second-order difference due tc, the
upstream dependence of implicit saturation,
composition, and convective energy transmissi-
bilities.

The heat Ioss term gL in Eq. 1 is represented
implicitly by an expression qLn + a6T as ‘escribed
in Ref. 5.

IMPLICIT TREATMENT OF PRODUCTION TERMS

Production-well rates in the model are specified
as reservoir barrels per day of total liquid, A
productivity index and limiting flowing bottom-l:ole
pressure are specified in addition to the desired
rate. The model calculates bottom-hole went ore
pressure necessary to produce the desired li~uid
production rate. If this pressure is less than the
limiting pressure read in, then the well is put on
deliverability again st the limiting pressure. If the
well is completed in more than one layer, then the
totaI weH production is allocated among the layers
on the basis of layer nobilities and pressures.

For brevity we describe only the case of a well
on deliverability prodrcing from a single layer. As
described previously, 1 the production rate of phase

m (m = w, o, g) in reservoir barreIs per day is

qm = Pl*Am(p - pwb) ~ “ “ (33)

where p is grid-block oil pressure and pwb is the
specified limiting flowing bottom-hole pressure.

The three-phase production rates are expressed
implicitly as

-1- Pl (Awn6pqW~+l = ‘Wn .

+ ‘Pn+l 6s ), “ “ “(~ba)- Pwb) ‘wSW W

‘On+l = ‘on + P1 (k*ndp

+ (Pn+.1 - pwb) ‘Ao~w6sw

+A o~g6Sg)) . . . . . . . . . . (34b)

‘gn+l
= + PI (Agndp‘gn

OCTOBER, 197X

+ (Pn+l 6S ) . . .(34C)- Pwb) ‘9S9 g

Viscosities in the nobilities and their derivatives
are expressed at time level n.

The production rate of Component 1 is given by
Eq. 3 as

CIOPOX1 + qg~g~l

The mo~ar densities p. and
time level n, We remaining
expressed implicitly as

(qoxl + qgyl)n+l

. . . . . . . (35)

pg are expressed at
terms in Eq. 35 are

=

(q~x~ + qgYl) n
+ qon6xl + qgn6y1

+ Xln+lf%lo + Yln+@Ig “ . “(%)

The terms XIn+l and yln+l are approximated by
their latest iterates, &l is given by Eq. 25, ~go is

qon-1-l - qon from Eq. 34b, and bqg is qgn+l - qgn
from Eq. 34c.

The energy production teml qR in Eq. I is

qH = qwPwHw ~ qopoHo + q p H
999

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (37)

The molar densities are expressed at time level m
If free gas is present, enthalpies are treated
explicitly in temperature

‘Hn-l-l = ‘Hn
-F pW~HWn6qW

+() H d H dqc, , . . (38)on on ‘o + ‘gn gn .
where 8qw, 8qo, and i3qg are given by Eq. 34. If no
free gas is present, gg is zero and the enthalpies
are treated implicitly m temperature,

‘Hnl-l = ‘Hn + ‘wnHwn+l 6%

+ ‘onHon+16qo H 13T+ ‘wnqwn WT

+

The
tion”

H AT . . . . . . . . .‘onqon OT

SOLUTION OF MODEL EQUATIONS

model formulation uses “variable substitu-
in the simultaneous-equation logic to

maximize stability for a fixed amount of arithmetic.
For example, in compositional mode the model
treats four equations in the four unknowns — water
saturation, gas saturation, mol fraction of light
Component 1 in the oil phase, and pressure.
Transmissibilities are treated implicitly in
saturations and compositions. If free gas is
present, convective heat transmissibilities are
explicit in temperature. Since temperature is not an
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independent variable in this case, little or no
stability is lost due to these explicit transmissibili-
ties, However, if gas saturation is zero, temperature
is substituted for gas saturation in the variables,
and convective heat transmissibilities are treated
implicitly in lieu af implicit gas -phase
transmissibilities. Replacement of gas saturation
by temperature during a time step, together with the
implicit treatment, allows rigorous treatment of the
repressurization problem where gas disappears
upon pressure increase or temperature decrease. If
water disappears through vaporization, then the
model handles this superheated condition through
substituting temperature for the water-saturation
unknown,

Combining the general forms of the left-hand-side
expansions, the implicit interlock flow - term
expressions and the implicit production - rate
representations give

5 5

z C.. P.
13 ]

=Ri+ Z A(Ti#Pjj ,

j=l j=l

i S1,5, . . . . ..”. ””(4O)

as a general form of the model Eqs. 1 through 5,

These five equations in five unknowns are reduced
to four equations in four unknowns in three different
ways for the three cases of (1) Sg >0, Sw > O; (2) S
= O, SW > O; and (3) Sg >0, Sw = O (the superheat 8

case).
For the first case, the. energy transmissibilities

are explicit in temperature as discussed above.
Thus, T;l in Eq. 40 is O for i = 1, 2, . . . . 5. With
CiI in Eq. 40 as the pivot element, Gaussian
elimination is performed on both sides of Eq. 40 to
zero the coefficients Gil , i = 2, 3, 4, 5. The
resulting four equations i = 2 through 5 are then
four equations in the four unknowns pl = 8Sg, p2
= 8SW, p~ = 8X1, and p4. = 8p.

For the second case (S = O), the coefficients
Ci2 and transmi ssibilities $i2, i = 1 through 5, are
zero and we simply transpose columns, Column
{Cil \ into position {Ci2 ] and {Til \ into lTi2 \. AS
discussed above, if Sg = O, then energy transmis-
sibilities are implicit m temperature so that Til is
nonzero. Eq. 5 for this case does not apply so that
the result of this column shift is a set of four
equations in the four unknowns, p I = 8T, P2 = 8SW,
P3 = 8X1, and p4 = 8P.

For the third case (Sq > 0, Sw = O), the
coefficients Ci3 and transmlssibilities Ti3 are zero
and the columns {Cil ] and {Till are transposed to
Column 3. Eq. 5 is not necessary as Eqs. 1 through

4 are four equations in the four unknowns pl = 8SQ,
pp = 8T, p3-= 8x, and p4 = 8P.

‘In the matrix form the
obtained from Eq. 40 as
written as

CP = ~+A
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set of four equations,
just described, can be

(TA~) , . . . . (40

where C and T are 4 x 4 matrices and e and R are
4 x 1 column vectors. This equation is solved b
the reduced band-width direct solution technique. i

Direct solution is used in preference to iterative
techniques (e.g., ADIP, SIP, LSOR) because we
have found the latter unable to cope with the
physically real negative transmissibilities that
occur when colder fluid moves into a hotter grid
block containing steam.

The matrices C and T and column vector &
involve unknown terms evaluated at time level n + 1.
Thus, the solution of Eq. 41 proceeds in iterations
as follows. Before the first iteration, all n + 1 level
coefficients are evaluated as their values at the
end of the previous time step. With C, T, and ~
evaluated accordingly, Eq. 41 is solved by the
reduced band-width direct solution technique to
give first iterate approximations to four of the five
unknowns — sTn+l t Sgn+lt wn~l! ~1~+1) and P~+l.
If free gas is present, the first Iterate approximation
to Tn+l is obtained from Eq. 5. These first iterates
are then used in re-evaluation of C, T, and ~ and
Eq. 41 is solved for the second iterate approxima-
tions. These iterations are continued until the
maximum pressure change over the last iteration is
less than a specified tolerance. In practice, a
tolerance of 0.1 psi is used; dead-oil problems
typically require two or three iterations and
compositional problems typically require three or
four iterations per time step.

In many cases, solution gas and distillation
effects are absent or negligible. In this case, xl =

YI = 0, X2 = 1, Eq. 3 does not apply, and we have
four equations in the four unknowns t3T, 8Sg, 8SW,
and 8p. These four equations are reduced to three
equations for the three saturation configurations
described above and the unknowns for the three
cases are (1) 8S , 8SW, bp; (2) 8T, 8SW, ~p; and

(3) ~-fg, 8T, ap. %he model has the user-specified
option of solving three simultaneous equations for
the dead-oil case or four simultaneous equations
for the compositional case.

WORK COMPARISON

MacDonald and Coats7 introduced a concept of
improved stability for the IMPES (implicit pressure,
explicit saturation) technique 8$9 by followirig the

pressure equation solution with a saturation
equation solution usirlg implicit transmissibilities.
Spillette et al, 10 extended this concept from two-
to three-phase flow and called the resulting model
a ‘Sequential?’ model. A previously described
steamflood modell solves a pressure equation using
explicit transrnissibilities and then solves two
saturation equations simultaneously using implicit
transmissibility es. That model is referred to
hereafter as the sequential steamflood model to
distinguish it from the implicit steamflood model

described here.
The implicit model requires more arithmetic per

time step than the sequential model. Computing
time for solution of Eq. 41 is roughly proportional
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to the cube of the number of equations solved
simultaneously. Thus, the sequential model incurs
time of “1” for the pressure equation and “8” for
the two simultaneous saturation equations. The
implicit model incurs time of ~’27” for the three
simultaneous equation solutions in the dead-oil
mode. Thus, the implicit model requires about three
times more computing time per time step than the
sequential model for ‘{large” problems, where most
of the time step’s arithmetic is spent in the solution
of Eq. 41 as opposed to coefficient generation. For
the compositional case, the implicit model solves
four equations simultaneously and the ratio is
about seven times more computer time per time step
for the implicit model.

Most steamflood model applications involve fewer
than 200 grid blocks for a symmetrical element of a
pattern. In practice on such problems, the implicit
model has required less than twice the sequential
model’s computing time per time step in the dead-oil
case and Iess than four times for the compositional
case. For cross-sectional and single-well r-z prob-
lems having 50 or so grid blocks, the two models
require about the same time for the dead-oil case.

In many cases, greater stability of the implicit
model has resulted in time steps sufficiently larger
so that total computing time for the problem was
less than that using the sequential model. No
generalization can be made in this respect. The
implicit model will not be more efficient than the
sequential model on problems where the latter
performs quite stably. Quantitative comparisons of
the models for two reservoir problems are given
below.

Comparison of the model efficiencies in the
compositional case is only marginally meaningful,
since the formulation of the sequential mode! is
incapable of handling certain compositional
problems. The sequential calculation results in
interlock flow rates of water, oil, and gas
calculated from the saturation equations that differ
from the rates calculated in the pressure equation.
While the pressure equation’s solution preserves
material balances, the saturation equations’ solution
does not. If gas composition varies markedly in two
adjacent blocks and the altered gas flow rate from
the saturation equations’ solution differs greatly
from that of the pressure equation’s solution, then
material balances on a component basis will
deteriorate. Thus, the sequential model performs
well in general for dead-oil problems where the gas
phase is 100% steam but performs poorly for
compositional problems having high gas-phase flow
rates, potentially unstable characteristics, and high
gas-phase composition gradients.

The computing time of both the implicit and
sequential steamflood models can increase markedly
with increased number of grid blocks. This is a
point in favor of preliminary or grid sensitivity
work designed to minimize the number of grid blocks
used. Both models use direct, reduced band-width
solution of the sets of simultaneous equations. The
computing time of this direct solution is proportional

to the cube of the band width that is the product of
the two smaller of (NX, NY, and NZ). The computing
time is proportional to NX.NY3.NZ3, assuming NY
and NZ are the smaller two. The time per grid-block
time step is proportional to N Y2NZ2. For example,
consider a case where NX = 8, Ny = 5, and NZ = 5
for a total of 200 blocks. If we increase to 10x8x 5
for 400 blocks, the computing time per grid-block
time step will increase by a factor of 82.52/52.52
or 64/25, a factor of nearly 3,Since there are twice
as many grid blocks, the total computing time per
time step will increase by a factor of 128/25, or 5.
For most steamflood problems, the time step size
is controlled by saturation change per time step.
Therefore, with twice as many blocks, the blocks
are half as large and the saturation change for the
same size time step may increase by a factor of 2.
Thus, twice as many time steps may be required
and total computing time for the run may increase
for the 400-block description by an, over-all factor
of roughly 10.

If iterative techniques could be used in place of
direct solution, we could avoid the cube of NY and
NZ in the above example. That is, the work per
time step using an iterative method would be
proportional to aNX.NY. NZ, where a would increase
somewhat with increased total grid blocks. We have
found iterative methods unusable due to the
occurrence of negative compressibilities or
transmissibilities in the equations caused by cold
fluids occasionally moving into blocks having
steam saturations. However, even if iterative
methods are devised to handle this problem,
computer time for a run may still increase roughly
t+ a factor of 4 if the number of grid blocks is
c ‘llJed, since the time step may be half as large.

The above comparison of efficiencies of the
implicit and sequential steamflood models is
necessarily weak in that their relative total
computing time requirements depend entirely on the
problem difficulty. We have dropped use and
maintenance of the sequential model using the
following reasoning. The implicit model is
considerably more reliable than the sequential
model. In a multiple user environment, we feel
reliability is extremely important, subject only to
an excessive penalty in computing expense. Even
in our most adverse comparisons, we have not seen
more than 30% increase in total computing expense
for the implicit model compared with the sequential
one. In most comparisons, the expense has been
comparable and in some dead-oil cases the implicit
model has reduced expense by as much as 60% We
feel the reliability of the implicit model, especially
in compositional cases, has reduced our man-time
requirements significantly in several recent
reservoir studies.

MODEL COMPARISON FOR
TWO RESERVOIR PROBLEMS -

In a recent reservoir steamflood study, we
matched a rapid fingering of injected steam through
a water layer underlying the oil and then performed
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three-dimensional runs to estimate project eco-
nomics under various sets of operating conditions.
The first phase of this simulation study used a
wedge-shaped cross-section to approximate the well
configuration. The purpose of the cross-sectional
work was approximate matching of the observed
vertical conformance of the injected steam. This
horizontal cross-section proved to be one of the
more unstable steamflood problems we have
encountered. The section was represented by IO
grid blocks in the x (radial) direction and four
blocks in the z direction. The oil was dead oil with
no solution gas or distillable component.

We injected 70% quality steam (at 250 psia) at a
rate of 100 B/D cold water equivalent (CWE) into
Layers 3 and 4 at x = O with a total well injectivity
index (PI) of 500 B/D/psi. Specified production

rate was 100 RB/D of water plus oil from Layers 3
and 4 at x = 280 f . Initial water saturation was 1.0
in the bottom two layers and 0.35in the top two
layers. Initial oil pressure was 117 psia, 10 ft

TABLE 1 — DATA FOR WEDGE-SHAPED
CR08S-8ECT[ON PROBLEM

Cw = 3.5 x 10-6 I/psi

co = 10 X 10-6 l/pSi

Cr = 3 x 10-6 I/psi

cm = 0.0004 vol/vol-O F

= 0.5 Btu/lb-° F

(PC~~ = 35 Btu/cu ft rock-”F
Ti = 75’F

011 formation volume factor = 1.0 RB/STB

Stock-tank 01I density = 58.4 Ib/cu ft

Reservoir thermal conductivity = 29 Btu/D-ft-°F

KOB = 29 Btu/ft-D-”F

CPOB = 35 Btu/bul k CU ft-°F

Pcwm = o

Relaiive Permsabllity and Capil Iary Pressure Data

Water-Oi I Data Ges-01 I Data

Sw kw kfOw SW=+SO kfa kme Pcgo—— —— —— —

0.35000 0.00000 1.00000 0.500Q0 0.60000 O.(XXXIO 4.00
0.40000 0.01000 0.77000 0.55W0 0.30000 0.03000 3.20
0.45000 O.C1500 0.60W0 0,60000 0.20000 0.08000 2.40
0.5000d 0.02600 0.48000 0.65000 0.12~0 0.15009 1.60
0.55CQ0 0,03700 0,34000 0,70000 0.07000 0,25000 0,80
Oo60UKl 0.05500 0.23CO0 0.75000 0.04000 0.360WI O.(X)
0.65000 0.08000 0.16000 0.60000 0.02000 0.48000 -0.80
0.70000 0,11500 0.10500 0.85CKI0 0.01000 0.58000 -1.60
0.750W 0.1611J0 0.085WI 0.90000 0.00500 0.70000 -2.40
0.600@3 0.21540 0.03500 0.95(X30 O.00000 0.88000 -3.20
0.85(MX) 0.30000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 1,00000 -4.00
1.00000 1.00000 O.ocooo

Vlscoslty Data (CP]

Tem~e~ture 011 Water 8team
viscosity viscosity!!!ww _

60
76
80

100
120
150
2(m
250
300
4m
m

2,470
1,200
1,018

525
270
100
32
10
6.3
2.5
1.0

1.130
0.935
0.875
0.685
0.5430
0.430
0,308
0.230
0,182
0.145
00120

0.0100
O.olcn
0.0108
0.0111
0.0116
0.0124
0,0135
0.0145
0.0157
0.0177
o.ixm

belov? top of sand. Layer thicknesses from the top
were 20, 20, 15, and 15 ft. The radial or x-direction
grid block lengths were 50.9, 50.9, 50.9, 50.9, 50.9,
50.9, 50, 100, 200, and 500 ft.

Table 1 gives data fot this problem. Relative
permeability was assumed independent of temper-
ature.

Horizontal permeability and porosity were
specified as uniform values of 3,500 md and 0.37,
respectively, with kV/kH ratios of 0.05 between
Layers 1 and 2 and of 0.1 among Layers 2, 3, and
4. The wedge angle corresponds to a cross-section
width (y direction) of O at x = O and a width of 152
ft at x = 280 ft.

Table 2 compares time step sizes on this problem
for the sequential and implicit steamflood models.
The implicit model required 108 time steps compared
with 262 steps for the sequential model for the first
200 days of field time. Average time steps for the

implicit and sequential models were 1.85 and 0.76
days, respectively.

The time step increases with time as the steam
front expands radially outward from the small grid
blocks at the well. A common feature of steamflood
simulation problems is the high steam flow rates
that in turn lead to high grid-block throughput rates
requiring implicit model formulation for stability.
In this problem, for example, the injection rate of
100 B/D (CWE)of 70%quality steam translates
into 70 B/D (CWE) of saturated steam injection.
The com,bined pore volume of the two injection
blocks is 244 res bbl. If we were to think in terms
of ?.00 RB/D of fluid injection, a l-day time step
gives a throughput rate (flow through the grid block
in one time step divided by block pore volume) of
only 0.41. However, the steam front forms at the
well in this problem at about 120 psia, where the
steam occupies 3:73 cu ft/lb. The 70-B/D (CWE)
steam injection rate is thus 16,293 RB/D and a 1-
day time step corresponds to a throughput rate of
16,293/244, or 67.

The implicit model required 36.5 seconds of
CDC 6600 CPU time for the 200-day run or 0.0084
seconds per grid-block time step. The sequential
model required 85.8 seconds or 0.0082 seconds per
block step. The implicit model required 57. 5% less
total computing time than the sequential model.

Both models were run using automatic time step
control. The implicit m~del used a control of 7.5%
maximum saturation change per time step while the
sequential model used 5%. The sequential model
required 390,377,and 262 time steps for saturation
change controls of 2, 3, and 5%, respectively. The

TABLE 2 - COMPARISON OF TIME-STEP SIZE

Cumulative Number of Averag:aT:me Step
Tlrrw 8teps Y)

Tkns 3squsnt Ial lmpllclt Ssq$:;al lmpllcit

Jw!?l____ Model Model hwel

Oto 10 50 34 0.20 0.29
loto 50 164 67 0.35 1.21
50 to 100 221 87 0.75 2.50

looto 200 282 108 2.44 4.76

Over-al I average tlrne step 0.78 1.85
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TABLE 3 - SEQUENTIAL MODEL
(Calculated Pressure, Temperature, and Saturations at 200 Days)

011 Pressure at Elevation H(psi)

l_ —__—2 3 4 5 6

1 142.3 142.6 141,6 137,6 132.3 127.6
2 143.0 142,2 143.6 143.0, 139.0 133.9
3 15s.2 145,9 142.7 135.1 134.5 134.2
4 158.3 14s.9 143.6 141.1 140.9 140.6

~emperature (“F)

1 ~ 4 5 6A.. —

l— 231.5 143.3 95.5 79.3 76.1 75.2
2 353.9 353.5 354.1 127.1 90.7 76.0
3 360.4 355.3 353.7 338.3 197.s 108.2
4 361.4 356.6 354.2 303.s i14.9 S2.4

011 Saturation

1 2 4 5 6,&__—
1 0.5840 0.6294 0.6464 0.6483 0.6491 0.64S6
2 0.2189 0.2611 0.4287 0.6426 0.6477 0.6489
3 0.1S55 0.2001 0.2900 0.1826 0,0223 0.0111
4 0.0044 0.0937 0.0696 0.0011 0.0010 0.0010

Water Saturation

1 2 3 4 5_ 6—— —-— —
1 0.4360 0.3706 0.3536 0.3517 0.350S 0.3504
2 0.3935 0,39S5 0.4509 0.3572 0.3523 0.3511
3 0.S793 0,3685 0.4121 0.8174 0.9777 0.98S9
4 0.4661 0.4697 0.5915 0.9989 0.9890 0.9990

Gas Saturation

1 2 3 4 5 6—— —. —
1 O.oocx) 0.0000 0.000o 0.0000 0.000o =
2 0.3876 0.3404 0.1224 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3 0.4352 0.4115 0.297S ONOOO 0.0000 0.0000
4 0.5394 0.4366 0.33S9 0,0000 0,0000 0.0000

7 6 9 10—— . .
124.1 120.7 116.2 116.9
130.3 127.6 126.2 125.0
134.0 133,6 133.? 132.5
140.4 140.1 139.6 139,0

s 9 10L_—.

75,0 75.0 75.0 75,0
75.1 75.0 75.0 75.0
76.7 75.0 75.0 75.0
75,3 75.0 75.0 75.0

8 9 10L_-—

0.64SS 0.6500 0.6500 0.6500
0.6495 0.6498 0.6469 0.6500
0,0061 0.0030 0.0014 0,0010
0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010

6 9 10L_. .
0,3501 0.3500 0.3500 0.3500
0.3505 0,3502 0.3501 0.3500
0.9939 0,9970 0.99S8 0,9990
0.9990 0,9990 0,9990 0.9990

8 Q 10L___

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Omooo 0,0000 0,0000 0.0000
0.000o 0.0000 0.OOOO 0.0000
0,0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000

TABLE 4 — IMPLICIT MODEL
~Calculated Preeeure, Temper’at ure, and Sat urat Ions at 2W Daye)

01 I Pressure at Elevat Ion H (psl~

I_ —— __ —2 3 4 5 6 7 L_— 9 10

1 142.4 142.8 141.7 137.5 132.2 127.5

2 144.0 142.S 142,8 142.2 136.3 133.3

3 160.5 146.3 142.1 134.6 134.0 133,7

4 155.2 148.0 143.4 140.7 140.6 140.2

Temperature (0 F)

1 3 4 5 6~__. —___

1 251.6 148,8 97.6 70.8 76.2 75.2

2 354.4 353.S 363,8 128.6 91.0 7s.3
3 362,5 355.5 363.4 342.3 190.4 11X,6

4 359.9 356.3 354.1 290.4 122.4 63.9

01 I 8aturatlon

2 3 4 5 6l_ —____ —

1 0.5412 0.6260 0.6460 0.64S1 0.64S9 0.6495
2 0.2162 0.2549 0.3976 0.6423 0.6475 0.6488
3 0.1885 0.1997 0.2S31 0.1922 0.0238 0,0118
4 0.0019 0.1046 0.0901 0.@311 0.0010 O.~iO

Water Saturation

1 2 3 4—— 5 6—— . .
1 0.45ss 0.3740 0.3540 0.3519 0.3511 0.3505
2 0.3807 0.3959 0.4339 0.3577 0.3525 0.3512
3 0.3603 0.3SS0 0.4045 0.8078 0.0762 0.9882
4 0.4571 0.4892 0.5919 0.9989 0.S990 0.99S0

Qae 8aturation

1 2 3 4 5 6——
1 = & 0.000o 0.0000 = Z&&
2 0.3941 0.3492 0.1685 0JYY30 0.0000 0.0000
3 0.4332 0.4124 0.3021 O.WOO 0.0000 0.0000
4 0.5410 0.4260 0.3180 0. IX300 0.0000 0.0000

124.0 120.6 118.1
129.9 127.4 126.0
133.5 133.3 133.0
140.0 139.8 139.4

7 s 9——
75.0 75.0 75.0
75.2 75.0 75.0
76,9 75.0 75.0
75.4 75.0 75.0

~ s 9—.
0.6498 0.6500 0.6500
0.6495 0.6499 0.6499
0.0065 0.0031 0.W14
0.0010 0.0010 0.0010

7 8 9—— .
0.3502 0.3500 0.3500
0.3505 0.3501 0.3501
0.9935 0.9s69 0.9s86
0.s990 0.9990 0.9990

7 8 9

G Km Sm
O.0000 0.004M O.0000
O.U)OO 0.0000 0.000o
0.0000 0.000o 0.0000

116.9
125.0
132,5
139.0

10
To
75,0
75.0
75.0

10

0.6500
0.6500
0.0010
0.0010

10
GO
0.3500
0.9990
0.9990

10
&iEl
0.000o
0.000o
O.oalo
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TABLE 5 -DATA FOR
EXAMPLE COMPOSITIONAL PROBLEM

c~ =3.1 X1 O-6 l/psl
Co = 5x lo-151/psi

Cr= 2 x lo-61/psl

CTO =0,00041 l/’F

c pl = 0.5 Btu/lb-°F

= 0.5 Btu/lb-°F

($J$: = 35 Btu/cu ft-”F

T, = 90”F

MW1 = 120

MW2 = 300

Stock-tank 011density, at xl = O, = 55 lb/cu ft

Stock-tank oil density, at xl = 0.3, = 52 lb/cu tt

K1 at stock-tank conditions = O

sWc = 0.2

‘$r = 0.25

k = 4,W0 md

$ = 0.38

Pcwo = o

Hydrocarbon gas z-factor = 1.0

Hydrocarbon gas vlscoslty = 0.01 cp

Y, = K, xi with K, decendent on temrx3rature only as follows-.. .

Temperature
(°F)

80
180
280
380
480

Temperature
(°F)

75.0
100.0
150.0
200.0
250.0
300.0
350,0
500,0

. .
“Oil-Phase -

K1
Density

X2
—— (rrnl/RB)

0.00065 0,1667
0.0095 0.5
0.07 0,667
0.3 0.75
0.5 0,6571

1.0

Oil-Phase
Viscoslt y

~
5,780.0000
1,360.0000

187.0000
47.0000
17.4000
8.5000
5.2000
2.5000

1,5316
1.0701
0.9303
0.8731
0.8091
0.7372

Water
Vlscoslty

~
0.9200
0,6810
0.4350
0,3050
0.2350
0.1870
0.1S30
0.1180

Relative
011-Phsse

!!&i?U!
0.25
0.35
0.5
1.0
2.5
6.0

Steam
viscosity

~
0.0095
0.0102
0.0115
0.0127
0.0136
0.0149
0.0156
0.0174

Relat Ive Perrreabl I Ity and Capl IIary Pressure Data

Sw km km ~ Swc+so krg kroe Pcgo
—— —— —— —

0,20000 0.00000 1.00000 0.29000 0.17000 0.00000 1.6000
0,25000 0.01020 0.76900 0.39500 0.11200 0.02S40 1.0563
0,2S400 0.01660 0.72410 0.43300 0.10220 0,04610 0.8958
0.35700 0.02750 0.62080 0.51 5W 0.06550 0,08630 0.5493
0.41400 0.04240 0.50400 0.56900 0.07610 0.11720 0.3211
0.49000 0.06650 0.37140 0.61400 0.08540 0.14330 0.1310
0.55700 0,0S700 0.302S0 0.&3300 0.06000 0,17640 ‘0.0761
0.63000 0.11460 0.15560 0.71900 0.03720 0.21700 ‘0.3127
0,87300 0.12590 0.09660 0.76000 0,02850 0.22560 ‘0.4437
0.71900 0.13810 0.05760 0.805tXl 0.01960 0.29190 ‘0.6761
0.78S00 0.16380 O.OUUr 0.85000 0.01210 0.33730 ‘0.8662
1.00000 0,2SIO0 0,00000 0.89900 0.00260 0.51690 ‘1 ,0732

1.00000 0.000oo 1.00000 -1,5000

model diverged when 7.5% saturation control was
used. The implicit model required 131 steps using

5% saturation control and 108 steps using 7.5%
control.

Tables 3 and 4 show that the calculated
pressures, temperatures, and saturations at 200
days for the two models are nearly identical. The
difference in pressures in injection grid blocks
i = 1 and k = 3, 4 is due to different mobility
allocation schemes used in the two models. The
sequential model allocates total well inj ect.ion rate
among layers on the basis of pressure and total
mobility. The implicit model uses pressure and a
mobility equal to gas-phase mobility at residual
liquid saturation.

Table 5 gives data for a three-dimensional sim-
ulation of one-eighth of a 2.5-acre five-spot. The
original reservoir oil is about 2,200-cp viscosity
and 30 mol % distillable Component 1, and 70%
nonvolatile Component 2. The PVT data giving oil
phase moles per reservoir barrel and relative oil
viscosity factor apply at original reservoir
temperature. Reservoir and overburden thermal
conductivity is 38.4 Btu/ft-D-O F. Overburden
specific heat is 35 Btu/°F-bulk cu ft.

The one-eighth five-spot is represented by a 5 x
3 x 2 (x-y-z) grid system with Ax = Ay = 38.9 ft and
Az = 31.5 ft. An amount of 37.5 B/D (CWE)of 70%
quality steam (at 200 psia) is injected into a well
at z’= 1, j = 1, and k = 2. The production well at
i = 5 and j = 1 is completed in both layers and
produces at deliverability with a PI of 300 RB/D/psi
against a bottom-hole flowing pressure of 60 psia.
Initial reservoir pressure is 75 psia at 32.5 ft below
top of sand and initial water and oil saturations
are uniformly 30 and 70%, respectively.

Initial oil and water in place are 31,084 and
17,334 STB, respectively. After 730 days, total
steam injected is 27,375 bbl CWE and cumulative
oil and water produced are about 9,500 and 30,000
STB, respectively. Production rate at 730 days is
about 20 STB/D oil with a water-oil ratio of 1.8
STB/STB. Oil-steam ratio for the first 730 days is
0.35 STB/bbl (CWE).

This problem was run to 730 days using the
sequential and implicit models with automatic
time-step control of maximum saturation change per
time step. This latter saturation change will be
referred to simply as “time step control” and will
be expressed in percent. A maximum temperature-
change control of 30° F was used with the
saturation-change control, but the latter was the
primary control Zn time step size.

Table 6 summaries number of eteps and average
time step for the 730-day run for the two models.

-.

TABLE 6 — MODEL COMPARISON FOR EXAMPLE COMPOSITIONAL PROBLEM

Average Tlrrm Step Material Balanoa Error
‘$$$P Number of Time Stepe (days) in 3equential Model

8aturati& 6equuet;al Im&:t ssqq:~al lm&~t CXxnpcfrent (%mpcnent

!@!!&&) 1 2—— — -—
5.0 144 114 5.1 6.4 13.5 1 .Q1
7.5 121 87 6.0 6.4 18.6 2.63

10.0 111 70 6.6 10.4 24.6 3.45
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At a time step control of 10%, the implicit model
required 70 steps for an average time step of 10
days and required 35.9 CDC 6600 CPU seconds or
0.020 seconds per active grid-block time step. In
comparison, the sequential model required “45.5
CPU seconds or 0.016 seconds per active block
step. The implicit model required 2I% less total
computing time.

The material balance errors of the sequential
model are significant. Marerial balance errors are
defined as follows. The correct mass of a component
(e.g., H20, hydrocarbon Component 1) is initial
mass in place plus cumulative injection minus
cumulative production. The actual mass in place
may differ significantly from this correct mass if
the model formulation does not preserve mate~ial
balances and/or if !teration is not continued
sufficiently toward convergence. We define material
balance error as the absolute value of (actual mass
in place minus correct mass in place) divided by
cumulative production, and express this error as a
percentage.

At 730 days, the implicit-model energy and H20
material balance errors were less than O.001~ and
hydrocarbon Component 1 and 2 material balance
errors were 0.55 and 0.09%, respectively. For the
sequential model , the water and energy balance
errors were 0.23 and 0.25%, respectively. Component
1 material balance error ranged from 13 to 24% and
Component 2 error from 1.9 to 3.5%, as shown in
Tabie &

The sequential-model results exhibit more sensi-
tivity to time step size for this problem than do
those of the implicit model. We cannot determine
whether this is due to time truncation error, to
marginal stability, or to the significant material
balance errors in the sequential model. Tables 7
through 9 show calculated pressures, saturations,
etc., at 730 days for the sequential model with 5%
time-step control and for the implicit model with 5
and 10Z time-step control. For brevity, we dispense
with a detailed comparison of these results. In
summary, the sequential- and implicit-model results
using 5% time-step control agree rather well. The
sequential-model results at 5 and 7.5% time-step
controls differed significantly more than the
implicit-model resu!ts at 5 and 10% time-step
controls.

AN ALTERNATE
STEAMFLOOD-MODEL FORMULATION

We will discuss briefly another possible model
formulation for steamflooding. For three-phase flow,
the sequential method described by Spillette et
al,l” solves a pressure equation and then solves
t Wo saturation equations simultaneously. Our
experience in developing this implicit steamflood
model, and experience with a black-oil model
derived from it, indicates advantages of an implicit
gas scheme where two equations in pressure and
gas saturation are solved simultaneously, followed
by a sequential water saturation equation. Notation

TABLE 7- SEQUENTIAL MODEL
(Calculated Raaulta at Time = 730 Daya)

TIME Step Cmtrol = 6V0

011 Preesure at Elevst ion H (PsI]

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

1

73.3
74.Q

1.

77.0
80.0

1

304.8
30S.2

1

30s.7
310,7

1

0.161M
0.1417

1

0,3s26
0,21S7

1

0,2003
0,2002

1

0,2269
0,2181

1

0,6391
0.66s1

1

0,373s
0,5632

K= I
2 3—

68.7 G
70,7 6s.1
71,6 66.1

K=2
2 3

Y3 z
76.1 75,1
?6.4 74.?

Temperature (“FL
K= I

2 3—,
300.5 G
302.3 299,s
303.3 30Q.2

K=2
2 3

=4 —140,7
30S.2 242.8
307.6 2S4.7

011 Saturation
K= I

2 3——
0,3164 0.7914
0,2115 0,3579
0,1764 0.246s

K=2
2 3

G G
0,6021 0.6518
0,4517 0.6071

Water Ssturst Ion
K=l

2 3

G G
0,2CQ4 0.2010
0,2003 0.2005

K=2
2 3

G G
0.3069 0.4462
0.2304 0.4s29

@s Ssturstion
K=l

2 ~

0,4s21 OJJOOO
0,5682 0.4412
0,6213 0.5529

K=2
2 ~

a Omoo
0.1890 O.OCOO
0.3179 O.oow

4

G
65.9
65.1

~

76.1
74,9
74,0

4

G
295,2
295,3

4

G
175.3
242,S

4

G
0,4976
0,4167

4

G&
0.6s43
0,5189

4

G
0.2028
0.2013

4

G
0,3157
0,4s11

4

=
0.2ss3
0,3s20

4

=
O.0000
O,rxmo

Ml Fraction of Component 1 In 011
K=l

+ & 3 4

0,0345 G&r? G4
O,owo 0,0239 o,055a 0.4264
0.000u O.omo O.ml 0,2930

K=2
J_ ~ ‘3 4

0,3392 G G&
0,0000 0.1246 0.3437 0.3082
0,0000 0.000o 0.3160 0.3218

Mot Fraction of Can?onent 1 In Gas
K=l

J_ & ~ J_

0.0040 0.0243 0,0019
O.CQOO 0.0020 0,01S4 0.0447
0.oOoo 0,oooo Omooo 0,030s

K=2
J_ & 3 4

0.00S2 =s G
O.0000 0.0162 0.0163 0.0028
0.0000 0.0000 0,032s 0.01 5s

5—

64.8
60.9

5—

74,3
72,7

5

180.7
267.5

5

141,2
214.0

6

0.7958
0.7803

5

0.7638
0,368S

5

0.2042
0.2197

5

0.2467
0.6312

&

0,0000
O.woo

6

o.OxM
O.CCQO

~

0.3616
0,3s0s

Ji_

0.3013
0.3331

~

o. W3S
0.0341

&

0.C016
O.olal
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,

3
2
1

3
i?
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

TABLE 8- IMPLICIT MODEL
(Calculated 138aultsat Time = 730 Days)

The Step Cantrol = Seh

011 Praaaure at Elevation H (PS1/

1——

74.2
?6.7

1

78.6
60,8

1

305,6
30s.9

1. .—

30s,5
311.4

1

0,1687
0,1439

+

0.4080
0.2241

1

0,2003
0.2003

‘1

0,2284
0.2184

1

0,6310
0,6558

J_

0.3847
0,5575

K=l
2 3

G i=
71,5 68.9
72,5 69.0

K=2
2 3

Z1 G
78.$ 75,8
77.3 75.4

Temperature (’F)
K= I

2 &

G 269.8
303,1 300,5
304.1 301,0

t(=2
2 3

G— 145,0
30s.9 243.0
30s,3 295.4

01[ Saturation
K= I

2 3

WW G
0,2244 0,3703
0.1863 0.2702

K=2
& ~

0,7004 0.74s6
0.5145 0.5445
0.4615 0.5240

Water Saturation
K=l

~ 3

0,2015 G
0.2004 0.2010
0.2003 0,2CM

K=2
Q_ 3

0,2W =2
0,3034 0.4565
0.22ss 0.4780

0ss Saturation
K=l

2 3

G5 T&&
0.5752 0,4236
0.6134 0,6292

K=2
~ ~

OACQO O.0000
0.1s20 O.cmo
o,302a O,woo

4—
6&8
67.0
88.3

&

76.8
75,5
74.6

~

144.9
226.3
2s6.8

4

&
176,0
241.3

4

0.7997
0,6496
0,4626

&

0,7600
0,SS72
0.5444

4

F3
0,2028
0,2013

4

Fm
0,3328
0.45E8

4

G
0.2477
0,3361

J_

O.0000
O.wcm
Omoo

Mot Fraction of Ccmponant 1 In Oil

K=l
1 ~ ~ &

0,0455 o.39m 0.36s9
0.000o 00216 0.CM69 0.4240
O.ocoo 0.000o o,mo6 0.2sss

K=2
J_ &— 3 4

0.3340 0,3010 G
O,owo 0.1204 0.3273 0.30s5
O,oow 0.0031 0.2s46 0,2L160

MoI Fractlcm of Garnponent1 In Oae
K=l

J_ & 3 &

0.0054 G o.m20
OJJOOO 0.IX)27 0.0)61 0.0457
O,oalo 0.0002 O,cool 0.0293

K=2
1 2 3 4

&zi G G
0.000o 0.01 5s 0.01 5s O.W28
0.000o O.ocm 0,Q311 0.0143

5—

65.7
61.2

5—.

74.8
72,9

172.4
270.0

5

141.9
210.8

5

0.7*8
0.7845 .

0,7526
0,3988

5

0.2032
0.2155

5

0.2472
0.6012

5

0.0000
O.cmo

O.0000
0.0000

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

_5_

0.2835
0,3727

_5_

0.3011
0.3194

0.0032
0.0238

0.C018
0.0090

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

3
2
1

TABLE 9- IMPLICIT MODEL
(Calculated Results at Tlma = 730 Oaya)

Tlm Step Oontrol = 10%

011 Pressure at Elevatlcm H (Dal)

J_

73.9
76,4

1

76.6
80,6

J_

305.4
30s.7

1

309.3
311.2

1

0,63C6
0,6549

J_.

0,3s35
0.635

Mol Fraction of@gxment 1 In 011

1

0.0000
0.0000

1

0.0000
0,0000

+

0.1620
0.1446

i

0.40Q4
0,2249

J_

0,2033
0,2003

+

0.2271
0.2185

K=l
.. ,

2 &

= 66,7
71.2 68.7
72,2 68,7

K=2
2 3— —

77,0 77.3
76,6 75.6
77,1 76.4

Temperature (“F/

K=l
& ~

309.9 2t37.8
302.6 30J.2
3G3,9 300,6

K=2
9.. 3

247 —144,9
308.8 242.5
30S.2 2S5.6

Gas Saturat Ion
K=l

~ 3

0,4725 G
0,5765 0,4324
0,6133 0,5305

K=2
~ ~

O.mroo 0,0000
0.1791 O,cooo
0.3070 0. woo

4

‘G
66,9
8s.0

~

76.7
75,6
74.5

~

143.8
2ss.1
23s.6

4

115.7
174,6
242.2

4

O.aloo
0,2372
0.3423

-

O,cmo
O.LWOO
O.moo

&

0.04S8
0,0217
O.cwl

2

G
0.1217
0J3001

K=l
“3

G
0,0752
O.OQOS

K=2
3

G
0,3265
0,2W33

011 Saturation
K=l

2 3

G G
0,2230 0,3864
0,1684 0.2689

K=2
& 3

0,70s7 G
0,6099 0,64ss
0.4616 0.5303

Water Saturat Ion
/(=1

2 3

G G

4

=
0.4262
0.2697

4

G
0.3W3
0!3CH0

4

G
0.65s7
0.45s1

4

E
0,6768
0.5449

4

=
0,2W5 0.2012 ‘ 0.2031
0.2003 o.2oc@ 0.2015

K=2
2 J_ ~

GiE 0,2644 0.2407
0.3110 0.4604 0,3244
0,2!314 0.4s97 0.$551

Mol Fraction of Cqnpment 1 In Gaa
K=l

& ~ * ~

0.0057 0,0245 0.0019
0.000o 0.0027 0.00SS 0.045s
O,owo 0.000o O.mol 0.0291

t(=2
J_ 2 3 J_

rz17 G Oocm1
000000 0,01s0 0.0165 0.W2S
omooo 0,0300 0.0311 0,0144

6—

65,8
61,2

_6_

74,9
72.9

~

170.9
271,6

5

141.7
212.0

5

O.wxt
O.0000

6.—

omooo
O.rmo

5

0,35s0
0.3732

6——

0.3010
0,3175

+

0.7972
0.7s4s

+

0.7544
0.4042

5

0.2028
0.2154

s

0,245S
0.696S

~

0.0931
0.0242

&

0.0018
0.00s2
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becomes burdensome here, but for brevity we will
refer to Spillette et al.’s sequential method as the
p/sw - S scheme and the altered method discussed
here as t~ep -S41SW scheme, The two pressure-gis
saturation equations include implicit treatment of
gas-oil capillary pressure, gas-phase transrnis-
sibilities, and the Sg dependence of oil-phase
transmissibilities. Water-phase transmissibilities,
water-oil capillary pressure, and Sw dependence of
oil-phase transri.ksibilities are explicit in the
pressure-gas saturation equations and implicit in
the sequential water saturation equation. The
advantages of the p - Sg/Sw scheme over the p/Sw
- S scheme in steamflood simulation are threefold:

~. An instability arises in the p/~w - Sg scheme
at an interface across which steam is flowing from
a block having steam to a block where Sg = O due
to condensation. This steam flow rate is often
large in the vertical direction as it percolates
upward from a bottom-completed steam inj ec:ion
well. We have found occasionally severe instability
in the earlier model using the p/Sw - Sg scheme
evidenced by oscillating gas saturation in the lower
block from which steam is flowing. The instability
follows from the inability of the sequential Sw - S8
equations to alter the explicit steam flow rate
calculated in the pressure equation. Any alteration
of the steam fIow rate results in the upper
undersaturated (Sg = 0) block having a gas (steam)
saturation —either positive if the flow rate alteration
is positive or negative if the alteration is negative.
This positive or negative Sg in a cold (under-
saturated) block results in pressure surges and
oscillations over a sequence of time steps and
often causes divergence and termination of the run.
In the p - Sg/Sw scheme, the gas f~ow rate with
implicit transmissibility is solved simultaneously
with pressure and this instability does not arise.

2. The primaty or most severe instabilities in
steamflooding, and in black-oil problems, are asso-
ciated with gas-oil flow interactions and water-oil
flow instabilities are generally secondary. Solution
for gas saturation with implicit gas-phase

transmissibilities simultaneously with pressure,
therefore, is more stable than divorcing the implicit
gas-phase treatment from pressure. In fact, in the
black-oil case many probIems require implicit
treatment of the gas phase only and the water
saturation can be calculated explicitly-i. e., without
solution of the sequential, implicit-transmissibility
water saturation equation.

3. In the p - S & scheme, compositional
isteamflood problems o not experience the material

balance deterioration of the p/Sw - Sg scheme
described above in connection with the earlier
steamflood model. The reason for this is that in
the p - Sg/Sw scheme, there is no altered gas-phase
flow rate that differs from that corresponding to the
pressure solution.

The computing time requirements of the two
schemes are comparable since they both involve
solution of a set of two simultaneous equations
and of a single equation.
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We chose not to use this p - Sg/Sw scheme for
our steamflood model for the following reason.
Unlike most black-oil problems, a strong instability
arises in steamflood simulation due to a steam-water
flow interaction. That is, at various points in time
and space, steam- and water-phase nobilities
considerably exceed oil-phase mobility. An extreme
example of this is a region where oil is reduced to
residual oil saturation and irs mobility is zero. In
the p - Sg/Sw scheme, the sequential water
saturation controls water saturation instability or
oscillations only in respect to the relative water- and
oil-phase flow rates, and if oil rate is zero, there is
no control at alf. In this respect, the p/Sw - Sg
scheme is superior since the two saturation equa-
tions treat all three-phase flow interactions through
three-phase fractional flow considerations.

For compositional steamflood problems, we would
have to extend the p - Sg/Sw scheme to a p - Sg -
Xi l’S~ scheme since transmissibilities explicit in
xl and yl would leave an instability requi::ng time
steps nearly as small as those requi:ed due to
transmissibilities explicit in gas saturation.

To summarize, in our steamflood model develop-
ment, we found the p - Sg/Sw or p - Sg - xl /.$w
scheme to have significant advantages over the

p/sg - Sw scheme; however, one disadvantage
cited immediately above led to abandonment. In
development of a black-oil model from our
steamflood model, we found the p - Sg /Sw scheme
satisfactory and superior in stability to the p/Sw -Sg
scheme.

The above discussion compares the p - Sg/Sw
scheme with the p/Sw - Sg scheme that was used
in the earlier steamflood model. In comparison with
the highly implicit steamflood model described in
this paper, the p-Sg /Sw scheme offers an additional
advantage of significantly less computing time
requirement per grid-block time step. In the dead-oil
case, the p - Sg/Sw scheme requires time of 23 or
8 for the pressure-gas saturation equations and 1
for the watex saturation equation. This compares
with the previously mentioned 33 or 27 for the
implicit model. In the compositional case, the

P -sg - X1/Sw scheme requires time of 27 + 1,
while the implicit model requires time of 64. In
spite of this and other attractive features of the

P - S’ /Sw scheme, we chose not to use it due to
occasionally strong steam-water flow interactions
in steamflooding.

SUMMARY

An impli tit, three-dimensional steamflood model
has been developed, The model is fully implicit
except for explicit treatment of certain PVT
variables and approximation of new time level
relative permeabilities. With these exceptions, the
model is fully implicit in water satWation,
composition, pressure$ and either gas saturation or
temperature depending on whether free gas is
present or absent, respectively, in the grid block.
The model solves three simultaneous equations for

WI



the dead-oil case and four equations for the
compositional case treating solution gas or inert
gas or distillation effects.

This implicit model is compared in capability,
stability, and efficiency with a previously published
sequential steamflood model that solves first a
pressure equation, then two simultaneous saturation
equations. For some compositional problems
involving high gas-phase flow rates with sharp
concentration gradients, the sequential model
formulation fails to preserve good material balances
on light hydrocarbon components. The implicit
model eliminates this problem. The implicit model
requires more arithmetic per grid-block time step
than does the sequential model. To compete in
efficiency with the sequential model, the implicit
model therefore must take larger time steps. We
have found in practice that this is the case for most
problems and the implicit model requires comparable
or less total computer time. For “easy” problems
where the stability of the sequential model is
adequate, the latter requires less computer time;
for “difficuit” problems where the stability of the
sequential model is marginal, the latter can require
two or more times as much computer time.

The material balance problem in the sequential
model and above observations regarding efficiencies
of the two models are illustrated through model
results for two field-scale steamflood problems. The
second of these problems and other unreported
results indicate that semsi~ivity of calculated
results to time step size is less for the implicit
than for the sequential model.

An alternate sequential steamflood-model formu-

$
Iation is described and its advantages over the
published sequential model are cited. While this—,.
alternate sequenti~l formul.:tion lacks the reliability ,
of the implicit formulation in steamflood simulation,
we have found it highiy stable and satisfactory in
isothermal black-oil saturation.

NOMENCLATURE

A=

c=

c, =

CP =
CP~B =

(pcp)~ =

c~o =

H=

HOT =

HWT =

k =

k“ =

k, =

k,g =

k;g =

k rw =

382

cross-sectional area normal to flow

compressibility, I/psi

rock formation compressibility, l/psi

specific heat, Btu/lb-°F

overburden heat capacity

reservoir formation specific heat, Btu/
cu ft rock-°F

oil thermal expansion coefficient, vol/
vol-°F

enthalpy, Btu/mol

aHo/aT
dHw/dT
absolute permeability

horizontal permeability

relative permeability

relative permeability to gas

dk,g/dSg

relative permeability to water

k;w .

k ?Og =

k row =

k rosg =

k rosw =
kv =

KOB =

KR =

K1 =

KIP =

KIT =

f=

MWi =

NX, NY,Nz .

P=

Pi =

Pg =
pw .

Pat =

P:go =

Pcgo =

Pccuo =

qH =
qL .

9LLJ19019g =

s=

Sgr =

x Wc =
t=

A: =

T=
Ti =

u=

v=

x,y, z =

Ax,Ay,Az =

‘i =

Yi =

y~ =

z=

Y=
a =

dkrw/dSw

relative permeability to oil in gas-oil
two-phase system with irreducible
water present

relative permeability to oil in water-oil
two-phase system

dkro/dSg

dkro]dSw

vertical permeability

overburden thermal conductivity

thermal conductivity of reservoir for-
mation, Btu/°F-ft-D

equilibrium K-value for hydrocarbon
Component I

aK1/ap
dK1/dT

distance between adjacent grid-block
centers

molecular weight of hydrocarbon com-
ponent i

number of grid blocks in x, y, z
directions

oil pressure, psia

initial reservoir pressure

gas-phase pressure

water-phase pressure

steam saturation pressure

gas-oil capillary pressure, pg - p

dPcgo jdsg

water-oil capillary pressure, p - pw

enthalpy production rate, Btu/D

heat loss rate, Btu/D

phase production rates, RB/D

fluid saturation, fraction

residual gas saturation

connate water Saturation

time, days

time step, tn+l- tn

temperature, ‘F

initial reservoir temperature

internal energy, Btu/mol

grid-block volume, Ax. Ay.Az /5.6146,
res/bbl

Cartesian coordinates, ft

gridblock dimensions

mol fraction of hydrocartmn component
i in the oil phase

mol fraction of hydrocarbon component
i in the gas phase

mol fraction of steam in the gas phase

depth, measured vertically downward,
ft

specific weight, psi/ft

time difference operator, e.g., 8T s
Tn+l - T.
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.

P = molar density, mol/RB

pgT = apglpT

poT = dpo/dT

Poxl = apo/dx~

p = viscosity, cp

q5 = porosity, fraction

~i = porosity, at pi

A = mobility, hr/p

AWsw = &iw/dsw

T = transmissibility

Tc = heat conduction transmissibility

TH = TWHW + TOHO + I’gHg

SUBSCRIPTS

g S= gas
i = hydrocarbon component number {xi, yi,

or initial (pi, Ti)

1! = latest iterate (superscript)

n = time level

o = oil

s = steam

w = water

OB = overburden

DIFFERENCE OPERATORS

ax = xn+~- Xn, where X is any quantity

A (TwApw) = AX(TWAXPW) + AY(TWAYPW) +

AZ(TWAZPW)

Ax~Tw&Pw) = Twi+~, j,k(pwi+l,j, k - Pwi, j,k ) -

L

2.

3,

4.

.5.

6.

7.

8.

Twi-%, j, k(pwi, j, k - pwi-l, j,k)
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APPENDIX

Oil-phase molar density is a nonlinear function
of pressure, temperature, and composition xl, as
given by Eq. 7. To obtain ~po, we write

‘on+l =
#

o + ‘oT ‘Tn+l
- Tk)

+fl
OX1 ‘Xln+l - x:)

~ POP(P~+l - #) . . . . . (A-I)

where p.T, POA ~ and pop are partial derivatives of
p. with respect to T , xl , and p, respectively,
evaluated at latest iterate (1?) values. Subtracting

pOn from both sides of Eq. A-1 then gives

dpo = P0T6T ~ ‘#x~

+ POP6P + Pg - Pon -0 POT (TL - Tn)

- Pox~ (x: - X1*) - Pop (Pk - Pn),

which is Eq. 13. !?q. 16 for ?lpg is obtained in a
similar manner.

The term 8y1 is obtained by writing

dyl = ‘ln6K1 + ‘ln+ldxl ‘

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(A-2)

6K1 = .%
‘1T6T + ‘lPdp + ‘1

- ‘ln - KIT(TR - Tn)

k
- Klp (P - Pn) ● ‘(A-3)

where KIT and KIP are partial derivatives of K1
with respect to T and p, respectively, evaluated at
latest iterate values. Substituting 8KI from Eq. A-3
into Eq. A-2 gives &l as given by Eq. 15.

Eq. 14 follows the equatioc for porosity

6 = $i, (l ~ C=(P _ Pi)) . .(A-4)

where $i is porosity at initial Pressure pi” I
***
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